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>> Welcome.  Good morning.  I guess we're still morning.  This morning we have kind of a small group.  Hopefully that means we can have some more conversations.  So I'm going to be a little more casual with this and invite you to talk about what you think.  We are talking today about ensuring that family support organizations have accurate, useful information.  My name is Sara Doutre and I am a graduate research assistant at Utah state university.  These are my colleagues Heather Mariger and Diane Behl and we are working on a project, a one‑year project funded by the maternal and child health bureau and with some funding called EI snapshot.  It's been pointed out to us with this font that it appears our project is called EL snapshot.  Early intervention system mat I can nationwide analysis of programs' strengths, hurdles, opportunities and trends.  This project is quite broad.  It's a one‑year study wherein we surveyed parents and early intervention providers and audiologists in 10 states looking at perceptions of early intervention outcomes for children and families and then this piece, we looked at the publicly available information for families.  So through nationally funded parent organizations is what we're going to talk about today, but we also are looking at EDHI and part C collaboration at the administration level and Deaf education personnel prep programs.  Trying to get a state of the nation in what's happening, where are their areas for improvement, what is working for kids and what's not.  
So what we looked at for this piece, like I said, so this piece is just that last bullet here, the publicly available information.  So for this piece of the study, the way it was written into the proposal is that there are organizations that support all families of kids with disabilities.  So we're going to take a step back from EDHI and hearing loss today and look at that publicly available information through different sources of families with kids with hearing loss.  So the groups that we interviewed for the purpose of this study are PTIs, CPRCs, and F2FHICs.  So hopefully some of you know what those are.  I'm going to assume you don't, so we're going to do some basic acronym breaking apart here I guess.  What are PTIs?  A parent training and information center.  They are family‑led organizations.  They have partner organizations which are called CPRCs, community parent resource centers.  They're all funded under grants from the office of special education programs at the U.S. department of education.  So there is a PTI in every state in the country.  Each state has at least one, some states have more.  I think New York has five.  CPRCs are not present in every state, but are in some states they are focus on serving a specific underserved population so there's a CPRC that works on saving native American families.  There's a CPRC that works in the California with Hispanic families.  There are different regional ones and pieces that we're going to kind of lump them all under PTIs.  Anyway, they're really focused on education.  So their mandate when they get their funding from the U.S. department of education is to help families navigate part C early intervention, part B special education, anything under IDEA.  That's their focus.  So again, much broader than hearing loss, but things that really do apply to our kids with hearing loss.  
If you aren't familiar with them, the website to look at to find the PTI in your state is parentcenterhub.org.  These slides will be loaded on to the app in the website.  Parentcenterhub.org you can find your state's PTI.  These are parent‑trained, parent leaders who help with IFSP meetings, who help you understand your rights, those types of things.  
Then another organizations we have are F2FHICs.  Family two family health information centers.  These centers again are funded and every state has one.  They're funded by the health resources and services administration.  HRSA.  And they are again family staffed, both of these to get the grants have to be family led.  They assist families and youth with special health care training needs and their training is around health care issues.  Sometimes we think of them for kids that are maybe Deaf plus and are more involved have more health care issues.  They can also help with things like hearing aids, getting audiologists, getting a developmental pediatrician, those types of things.  It's not only children with very health involved but sometimes children with only hearing loss can benefit from those resources.  The website to find your F2FHIC in your state is not quite as easy as parent center hub, but if you Google family voices in my state, some of you may be familiar with family voices.  Most of the organizations are F2FHICs.  
[Away from microphone].
>>  If you go to familyvoices.org.  
So you can find again, and like she just said, quite often in a state these are the same organizations.  I live in Utah.  The Utah parents center is a broad organization that houses our family voices, our F2FHIC and our PTI all within one group.  Quite often there's overlap.  
So one thing I want to talk about is why we felt it was important to look deeper into these organizations and the connection to the other parts of our survey.  So we surveyed parents and what we found from the parents, so we surveyed, we had results from about 300 parents in 10 states in our parent survey and 41% of families report that they received no information on PTIs.  No information was provided to them through early intervention.  45% report that no information was provided on F2FHICs.  So those family to family or family voices groups.  And just so you know we didn't ask have you heard of the PTI and if you heard of the F2FIC we put the name of the group.  If it was New Jersey, family voices was the name of it or the something family partnership or in Colorado we have the peak center, those were put in there with the names of what they are in the states.  So this isn't just did you hear about a PTI.  This was had you heard of the Utah parent center.  
And comparing that for hands an voices, which is a disability specific organization, about 56% of parents reported thorough or good information and only 29% reported that information was not provided.  So there's some sign that maybe we're getting those disability specific, but these broader groups that can help people navigate the systems, we may be missing.  So EI service providers, these are the results of when we asked early intervention service providers in those ten states, rate your own knowledge about your state's PTI, your state's F2Fs, we got ‑‑ I mean it's basically split in thirds.  On these bars here we have this gray bar is poor.  My knowledge is poor, fair, and excellent is the blue at the bottom.  So about 31% and 34% rated excellent knowledge about those.  So only one‑third of our providers and that poor and fair was around 60% that even the EI providers felt they had poor or fair knowledge about these groups.  
So we wanted to know not only do we know about them, but why should we tell them about them.  What type of information are they giving families, what can we do.  The methods for this part of our study were that we recruited parent consultants and they were recruited through the NCHAM family advisory council and most parents who have attended EDHI meetings so we knew they were familiar with terminology we were looking for, they were familiar with the EDHI system and they're all parents of a child with hearing loss.  We developed and piloted some scripts.  We provided training to those parent consultant where we did a sample call that we conducted the call, they listened to us conduct the call.  And for some parents we participated on a call with them, we reviewed the results of their calls.  This is an example of our scripts.  So for each scenario we gave them several scenarios and we asked them to call.  We informed the people at the family support organization that we were doing a study, that this was a scenario.  We asked them to go through each scenario with us and respond as if we were a parent calling and asking this question.  So for example here, the first question is I just found out that my two‑week‑old infant has a hearing loss.  We found out through the newborn hearing screening.  How can you help me.  And we had each parent conducting the calls listen for specific things rather than recording the calls they checked it and coded it.  Did they refer me to early intervention or part C and there's a note here that may have a specific name in the state, a specific EI for Deaf and hard of hearing, did they roofer me to audiology, did they refer me to EDHI, did they refer me to a pediatrician, did they refer me to other organizations.  Yes?  
[Away from microphone]
>> Presenter:  We did not provide them the questions in advance but we did e‑mail every agency and provide them the study.  Some parents set up a specific time and we had parents call, describe the purpose, provide the information, get consent to participate and then participate in the interview.  
They might have.  The results don't lead me to think that they over prepared.  
>> Audience:  A person they wanted me to call. 
>> Presenter.  We have a parent whose kid has hearing loss.  We did talk to whom ever they would have call back.  I don't know if it was much more preparing than if I was a director of parent‑training information center and I listened to a message from a family and they said oh, my child has hearing loss and I'm listening for resource.  Oh, Diane you have a kid with hearing loss will you call them back and the results don't lead us to think they were overprepared.  But again, this is a parent perception, so I think it's a different response than if we just had them respond to a survey, what would you do.  And the interviewees did not see these options here.  They didn't see this.  They just heard the question.  So there weren't prompts that said can you refer me to early intervention, can you refer me to the EDHI program.  
One thing we did find out is very few families who are Deaf and hard of hearing contact these organizations each year.  It's a small number due to the incidences of kids with hearing loss.  We know it's a pretty small number they're serving everyone so that was to be expected.  
One of the great things we found out, one of the preliminary results with the new focus on family engagement is that 100% of the organizations we talked to either provided direct opportunities to connect with a family, another family of a child with a disability, or referred the family member to an organization that could connect them with the family, such as hands and voices, a specific program at the school for the Deaf, a Facebook page, something like that.  But 100% of them were able to offer a connection to other families and they did so in response to every question.  
So let's look at some of the preliminary results for the more specific questions and where this ties back to our EDHI programs and the information we're getting out.  
So one of the first scenarios, again, I read this one, was my baby failed his newborn hearing screening ‑‑ oh.  My baby failed his newborn hearing screening and is now two months old.  But my pediatrician said not to worry about it.  What would you recommend?  And we choose this scenario because it's a scenario reheard reported by parents.  7% of the programs, and we interviewed ‑‑ I left that slide out.  We interviewed about 80 programs and had about an 83% response rate.  So only one program flat outside no we won't participate.  We've had several that just haven't returned phone calls but we're getting pretty close.  We talked to nearly 80% of the F2Fs and parent information training centers in the country.  So 7% referred the partner to the state's EDHI program for more information.  44% referred the partner to the part C early intervention program which seems really high compared to 7% but it's still pretty low.  And 25% recommended the parent contact an audiologist.  For this question, no one said anything about that being a pediatric audiologist.  
[Away from microphone]. 
These aren't mu tally exclusive, one program may have referred to EDHI and to an audiologist and to part C.  
So there were at least 50% that didn't refer to any of these.  
[Off microphone].
>>  I think room for improvement and possible clarification, even with the training we provided.  My guess is these numbers on part C are really low because parent training and information centers especially have had a higher focus.  We haven't separated these out by PTI and F2FHICs so I would expect to see that when we look at that, I would hope to see that the PTIs would go much higher on referrals to part C early intervention and the lower ones we would see are maybe more health focused.  But, yeah.  And we did ask parents to know we gave them the name of what the early intervention program was.  So it wasn't that they were listening for early intervention and they said baby steps or baby watcher.  Sooner start in Oklahoma.  So it wasn't they were missing that.  These are preliminary.  We need to go back and look at that.  This is another scenario, I'm worried that my 6‑month‑old baby girl cannot hear me.  I'm wondering if she has a hearing loss do you know how I can find out.  The biggest referral here was 72% referred to a pediatrician.  They said meet with your baby's doctor, talk to them about that.  31% referred to audiology.  39% referred to early intervention.  The part C program.  Again, that 31% referred to audiology only 4% mentioned pediatric audiologists when they said that, and that same 4% offered to provide a list of pediatric audiologists.  
Only 3% referred back to the EDHI program or the newborn hearing screening program to get information on hearing loss.  We're not making decisions on whether that's appropriate or not.  It doesn't make sense for a 6 month old to go back to newborn hearing screening necessarily, but some EDHI programs have resources that families can be missing out on.  
[Off microphone]
>>  That's one of the big takeaways is what can we do especially as EDHI programs to make it so our resources are easily accessible and viewed as good enough that someone will just refer someone to our website.  Not that they need what we do, but they're available enough that people refer us back.  
So the last scenario that I'll talk about today, my son is two years old and I am hearing a lot about ASL versus LSL.  And people are very passionate about both.  Can you explain a bit about the different options and tell me more about potential benefits and disadvantages of each.  
Again here, a pretty low number referring to early intervention.  That 24%.  4% referred to EDHI.  34% offered connections to other parents.  This may be an area again where connections to other parents could be good or could be bad, right, depending on the information that parent is going to provide if it's unbiased and provides fair information.  51% gave some sort of advice that the parents that we trained perceived to be unbiased.  So some sort of it's up to your family, there are good sides about both, you need to research, you need to make sure there's places you can look for research that would be valuable about both.  Here's someone you can talk to about ASL.  Here's someone you can talk to about LSL.  I know a family whose chosen this but they presented something about both sides.  And that's encouraging and more encouraging is only 13% gave advice that appeared to be biased.  And again, this is reviewed by parents but we felt like was important.  So 13% gave advice that the parents we trained considered to be by asked.  And all but one of those was biased towards ASL or a manual language, recommending the family really looking into a manual language.  
So our conclusions are that there are some are there are some opportunities for great improvement.  One of those is connecting families and providers to the resources that are available.  So that initial finding I think that I talked about from our other surveys is we know that parents and providers are not finding out that these resources exist, even though they are funded by the federal government on behalf of parents for them to have.  I think we need to be really clear with parents about what their purpose is.  So as a parent I'm a parent.  If I'm informed about the PTI, I should be told this is about navigating IDEA and those systems.  If I'm informed about the F2FHICC I should be told this is about health care and there are organizations that are specific to hearing loss and deafness and hard of hearing that knowing how to navigate those and what's there for me in each so I don't go to maybe someone who does have in depth information looking for it but we do need to connect families and providers and there are some opportunities to teach these family organizations and provide them with resources about EDHI and about hearing loss.  
The other pieces that are some great resources out there.  So we may be missing some good connections to that, especially about the general IEP and IFSP process.  People who don't know about that, those PTIs may be missing out on some good resources that are there and other integrated health care issues with the F2FHICs we would see some need for increased collaboration.  I'm going to let Heather cover that slide but I wanted to end with this.  But so what.  I think we have less than a minute, but what can you take away from this session and take back to your state to improve your system to improve whatever level you're at.  
[Speaker off microphone] 
Things haven't changed.  This isn't a new problem.  
[Off microphone] 
And this is a first start at that.  I would say by no means this is a perfect study.  Yes?  
>> Audience:  I think an observation from Arizona is we're actually ‑‑ families to the point that say in public health we know all these resources.  But families don't know about them.  It's like the best held secrets.  I had a thing with four skip families not hearing but seeing.  Not one of them knew about raising special kids which is the family support ‑‑ not one of them.  I had to introduce them.  Not one of them.  So they never got it anywhere and like in public health it's amazing.  The help of these resources and federal dollars going toward it but the bridge is not there.  
>> Presenter:  Exactly.  We'll do these three.  

>> We're hurting ourselves to have so many different terms that it's hard for a provider to keep it all straight and then it's hard for me ‑‑ 
>> Presenter:  Exactly.  There are so many different organizations, they're called so many different things, as a provider you don't want to overload a family.  Here are 10 organizations you can go to for help.  The parent is going to throw that away if you don't know in that moment of oh, you're worried about your IFSP meeting, this is who you call.  Let's go right here and back over.  
[Away from microphone]. 
>> Presenter:  Our money was limited we went with those organizations that are funded with federal funds that are available in every state.  Amazingly shows up many more parents received good information about it and often there's not even a chapter in their state.  It's just a good website, right?  Back over here and we'll wrap up.  
[Away from microphone]. 
>> Presenter:  Thank you.  And in our parent survey we did ask about parents who knew about NAD was other organization in the list.  That was really low as well.  But we also found from talking to the PTIs that most of the questions they get related to hearing loss are from older kids in school and have to do with interpreters or other in‑school services.  So that's very relevant.  
>> I just wanted to make one more comment in terms of my personal perspective on this.  Which is I think again pointing out ‑‑ [ indiscernible ] opportunity to be able to connect [ indiscernible ] [away from microphone] how can we assure that there are multiple doors for families to be getting [ indiscernible ].  
>> Presenter:  This is very preliminary.  We'll be digging deeper and trying to connect these other data and then hopefully you'll see more, you'll see this published soon, hopefully.  And I'm going to turn it over to Heather Mariger to turn about another part of the project.  
So, so yeah, this is the end of this session.  The next session, sorry.  I don't want to waste any time, give up any minutes we can.  So this will be the end of this session.  The next session is about our review of online part C resources.  Another piece of the snapshot project we presented on the parent and provider surveys yesterday.  This afternoon at 3:00 we will be talking about our interviews with part C and EDHI coordinators about that administrative level collaboration.  
SLPs were a part of the group when we say EI providers.  We had it sent to all EI providers in the state and that did include SLPs and for our provider survey we can separate that out so we asked them what type of services they provide.  
[Session concluded] 

